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Subscribe to Hints & Tips
If you would like to receive Hints & Tips by email, please let us know and we’ll add you
to the distribution list. Please email: nhsbsa.communicationsteam@nhs.net and put
‘Subscribe to Hints & Tips – Dispensing Contractors’ in your subject line. Include the
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Name
What type of contractor you are: e.g. pharmacy, appliance, dispensing doctor or GP who
dispenses personally administered items (PADM)
Trading name
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Endorsing
guidance

Did you know...?

Welcome to the October 2018 issue of Hints & Tips, your regular
newsletter full of helpful ideas and advice.
We have useful information on endorsing guidance, news on the ‘Check
Before You Tick’ national campaign as well as the benefits of EPS and the
latest updates on products now available as licensed medicines.
If you have any suggestions for topics you’d like us to cover in
future issues please let us know at
nhsbsa.communicationsteam@nhs.net

The purpose of endorsements is to ensure that
NHS Prescription Services has clear, accurate and
unambiguous information against which we can
make the appropriate reimbursement and
remuneration. It is important to note that it is the
responsibility of the contractor to submit accurate
endorsements, claims and declarations to NHS
Prescription Services because once processed and
paid, we cannot make any retrospective changes.
To help you to do so both the NHS Prescription
Services and the PSNC have guidance that is
readily available to inform you of the best practice
to follow within your pharmacy when you are
required to endorse an item you have dispensed.
With this in mind, you may find the following
guide to Prescription Endorsement along with the
Dispensing Fact Sheet useful in providing
guidance in all areas of endorsing.
The guide can be accessed on both the NHS
Prescription Services & PSNC websites by using
the following links:

And the Dispensing fact sheet can be accessed on
PSNC websites here: https://psnc.org.uk/
wp-content/uploads/2013/06/CPN-Factsheet-Prescription-Factsheet-May-15.pdf
An example of the type of endorsing information
that is included in the guide is the correct
endorsing convention to use when you are
required to endorse a pack size - the quantity
dispensed should be over the pack size you have
dispensed the quantity from; e.g. quantity
dispensed is 28, the pack size it is dispensed from
is 56 - the dispensing endorsement would be
28/56.
In addition to the above there is also guidance
available for endorsing electronic prescriptions on
the NHS Prescription Services website. This
guidance can be accessed on the NHS
Prescription Services website by using the
following link:
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/sites/default/
files/2017-03/NPFIT-ETP-EIM-0015.20_GuidanceforEndorsement_v6.7_April_2013_Approved.doc

www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliance-contractors/prescribing-and-dispensing/endorsement-guidance
https://psnc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Alphabetical-Guide-to-Prescription-Endorsement-April-2013.pdf
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National ‘Check Before
You Tick’ campaign
NHS England and the NHS Business Services Authority (NHSBSA) launched a
nationwide campaign last month to help people understand their eligibility
for free prescriptions.

The ‘Check Before You Tick’ campaign
encourages patients to check whether they are
entitled to free prescriptions before claiming them
to help reduce the £256 million cost per year to
the NHS when people incorrectly claim them for
free.
Patients can access a new online tool to help
everyone to understand the government’s
eligibility criteria for free prescriptions, while
pharmacists can access a communications toolkit,
posters, and point of sale materials to display in
their pharmacy to explain the rules.
Anyone incorrectly claiming a free prescription
risks a penalty charge of up to £100 from the
NHS Business Services Authority which carries out
prescription checks each month.
Keith Ridge, Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for
NHS England said: “Free prescriptions ensure
that at-risk groups of people get the medication
they need, but it’s crucial that this support also
offers best value for taxpayers. Pharmacy teams
are at the front-line in helping people understand
the criteria for free prescriptions, and because
mistaken claims place an extra cost burden on
the NHS, it’s important that patients, carers and
pharmacists know how and when they can make
a claim.”
First page
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Patients are entitled to free prescriptions if they
are under 16 years old or 16, 17 or 18 and in fulltime education, or over 60. Certain illnesses can
also exempt a patient from prescription charges
as well as being pregnant or having a baby under
one year.
Certain benefits, but not all, qualify people for
free prescriptions, so it’s important that patients
check their entitlement, and pharmacists should
support them with this and ask to see up-to-date
proof of eligibility.
Pregnant women and new mothers although
eligible to claim free prescriptions, may not
always realise they need a valid Maternity
Exemption Certificate. Without a valid certificate,
they too could receive a penalty charge.
For individuals who experience financial difficulties but are not eligible for free prescriptions,
there are other means of support available to
them such as prepayment certificates and the
NHS low income scheme.
4
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The campaign runs to December 2018. Further advice to help protect patients and the NHS from the
consequences of incorrect claims for free prescriptions, can be found in the ‘Check Before You Tick’
pharmacy communications toolkit available at
https://campaignresources.phe.gov.uk/resources/campaigns/79-check-before-you-tickThe online eligibility checker can be accessed here:
https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/penalty-charges-dont-get-caught-out/check-you-tick
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GPs piloting electronic prescriptions
for controlled drugs
The first 10 GP practices using Vision and EMIS
systems are now able to prescribe Schedule 2
and 3 Controlled Drugs (CDs) using the Electronic
Prescription Service (EPS). This includes all
Schedule 2 and 3 CDs, excluding instalment
FP10MDA prescriptions.
Although the pilot sites are in Yorkshire, the
North West and London, patients can choose to
have their electronic prescriptions dispensed
anywhere in England, so you should make sure
your pharmacy is ready to receive and dispense
Schedule 2 and 3 CD electronic prescriptions.
Words and figures
To meet legislative requirements, the GP system
will automatically populate the CD quantity in
both words and figures. This will be displayed in
the ‘message to pharmacy’ field of the
prescription message.
Dispense notifications
A method of ‘marking’ the prescription ‘at the
time of supply’ should be decided to ensure
compliance with the Misuse of Drug Regulations.

9

Products now available as licensed
medicines

The dispense notification is suitable for this but,
depending on local system configuration,
another patient medication record (PMR) process
that records a date and leaves an electronic audit
trail may be more suitable. Physically marking the
EPS dispensing token (FP10DT) is not a suitable
method as it is not the legal prescription.
Capturing a signature
You will be aware of the best practice guidance
regarding the capture of a signature on the back
of an FP10 from the person collecting a
Schedule 2 or 3 CD. This guidance also applies to
EPS prescriptions and the signature can be
captured on the back of a dispensing or
prescription token, with these tokens being sent
to the NHS Business Services Authority in the
same month the claim is submitted.
Following a successful pilot, the ability to use EPS
for Schedule 2 and 3 CDs will be rolled out to
more GP practices.
Find out more here: www.digital.nhs.uk/eps

Linked to the Virtual Medicinal Product (VMP) Dexamethasone 0.1% eye drops preservative free:
The Actual Medicinal Product (AMP) Eythalm 1mg/ml eye drops (Aspire Pharma Ltd) is now
licensed and available
The AMP Dexamethasone 0.1% eye drops preservative free (Special Order) has therefore been
discontinued.
The AMP Captopril 5mg/5ml oral solution sugar free (Teva UK Ltd) is now licensed and available.
The AMP Captopril 25mg/5ml oral solution sugar free (Teva UK Ltd) is now licensed and available.
Instead of using Captopril 5mg/5ml oral solution (Special Order) which is unlicensed, consider
using Captopril 5mg/5ml oral solution sugar free (Teva UK Ltd) which is licensed (and also available
through AAH Pharmaceuticals Ltd).
Instead of using Captopril 25mg/5ml oral solution (Special Order) which is unlicensed, consider
using Captopril 25mg/5ml oral solution sugar free (Teva UK Ltd) which is licensed (and also
available through AAH Pharmaceuticals Ltd).
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The new online application
‘Manage Your Service’ will be much less
time-consuming, not as paper-heavy, will provide
real-time tracking and is safer (no concern of it
being lost in transit).
It will also allow pharmacies to send prescription
returns back to the NHSBSA (in the field, this is
known as ‘referred back’) through the online
application as opposed to the post. This ‘referred
back’ item functionality is currently being tested
by 86 pharmacies across the country. They all
agreed to be part of our private Beta test group
which we’re delighted has been well received.

Flu vaccination payments

Verify your details

Sign in

the digital alternative

Ben Tindale, Digitisation Lead for NHS
Prescription Services at the NHSBSA, is primarily
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focused on developing the new online
application. The current process involves
pharmacies completing the ‘FP34C’ form with
sensitive, numerical data which they then send
along with all prescriptions they dispensed during
the month to one of three processing sites. This
form enables us to provide the pharmacies with
an ‘advanced payment’ prior to processing their
full account.
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Links
Further information on the digital flu submission
can be found here.
Watch short animated videos on the digital
monthly submission, Manage Your Service here.

As with anything new, the journey hasn’t been
plain-sailing and we’re currently trying to
overcome the significant challenge of accessibility.
I’m sure you can appreciate the sensitivity of the
data pharmacies handle, (their IT system suppliers
certainly do) so trying to design a web-based
application that is easily accessible to all that need
it has been a significant undertaking but something we soon hope to have resolved.

Manage Your Service –
The current process
The aim of new online application ‘Manage Your
Service’ (formerly Manage Your Submission) is to
provide pharmacies with a digital alternative to
the current prescription submission process (a
handwritten form named ‘FP34C’, completed
monthly).

Apart from all the benefits mentioned, it will also
allow pharmacies to test the new online
application and provide feedback prior to
‘Manage Your Service’ rolling out across England.
The digital claim forms are completely optional,
and the paper claim form will still be available.

6

‘Manage Your Service’ will be available to
contractors around the country, but the specific
date is still to be confirmed. We’re aiming for
early next year.
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Watch short animated video on the digital flu
submission process here.
Contact us
If you have any questions or would like more
information: nhsbsa.mys@nhs.net

‘Manage Your Service’ will be
much less time-consuming,
not as paper-heavy, will
provide real-time tracking
and is safer.

We’ve also developed another online application
so that pharmacies can submit their flu
vaccination forms digitally (this is done separately
to the monthly prescription service mentioned
above).
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Watch a short video on the monthly submissions
paper claim process here.
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Prescription prepayment
certificate digital updates
to receive it. At the same time it also gives
pharmacists an immediate certificate number for
that customer.

The prescription prepayment certificate (PPC)
digital project has now seen over 60,000 digital
certificates issued as part of the pilot.

Pharmacies can register to sell PPCs
https://apps.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacy-ppc/
register
Paper applications will still be available to those
who cannot access the online service, but the
plan will be to continue to increase the availability
of digital certificates for customers.

New EPS dispensing
dashboard
The NHSBSA is currently running a project which
aims to support practices and pharmacies to
increase their Electronic Prescription Service (EPS)
use. Working closely with CCGs and practices,
the plan is to help them engage with patients on
the benefits of EPS.
Our aim is to work with pharmacies and Local
Pharmaceutical Committees (LPCs) to better
understand the challenges for dispensers and
how both groups can support one another to
maximise EPS use.
With this in mind we have developed a new EPS
dispensing dashboard.

The aim of the PPC project is to make it quicker
and easier for patients to apply for and receive a
certificate. The new online application process
issues 2,500 digital certificates on a daily basis
and the service has received fantastic feedback
from customers.

Why increase your EPS – what’s in it for you?

Once the online application has been completed,
certificates are sent instantly to customers via
email and can be printed or shown at the counter
on a mobile device.

•
•

Alongside the self-serve online application, the
latest updates have given pharmacists the ability
to issue a digital certificate when their customer
provides an email address.

•
•
•

This service improvement gives customers an
instant certificate, where previously a paper
application could see them wait up to two weeks

2

3

You can now access this data using our new EPS
dispensing dashboard. This will allow pharmacies
to see the variation in EPS and electronic Repeat
Dispensing (eRD) in comparison to other
pharmacies.

EPS can offer benefits such as:
•

First page

What is your utilisation of EPS? How are you
performing against other pharmacies?

•
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This tool will allow you to access the following
indicators

automated downloads, making prescription
processing more efficient
decreased waste and increased savings, as
less printing needed
less time spent on administration and
collecting prescriptions, which means more
time for customers
improved stock control and accuracy
a prescription collection service no longer
needed
improved patient satisfaction through
reduced waiting times
increased accuracy, meaning fewer
prescription queries
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•
•
•
•

EPS items as a percentage of all items
eRD items as a percentage of all items
eRD items as a percentage of EPS items
Item volumes are also included within the
data.

If you are interested to learn more, why not visit
our website to view the dashboard.
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/epsdashboard
For additional support, visit our website for more
information www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/EPS
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Useful links on our website
NHS England and Wales Drug Tariff
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliancecontractors/drug-tariff
Information about sending in your reimbursement and remuneration claims
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliancecontractors/submitting-prescriptions/sending-your-claim
NHS Prescription Services open days and webinar sessions
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pharmacies-gp-practices-and-appliancecontractors/hints-and-tips-open-days-and-webinars

More information
For more information you can access our online knowledge base
‘Ask Us’ at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/AskUs or contact us at
nhsbsa.prescriptionservices@nhsbsa.nhs.uk
You can also call us on 0300 330 1349.
Our opening hours are 8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday

